Week

Description of Activity

Which section of the
badge does it go
towards?

Make an advert for tourists about your local area and why it’s the best place to live! You could design a poster
using a computer, make a leaflet or even film a video advert!

Welsh sectional awards
-Where we live

Using the Google expeditions app explore some of Wales’ historic sites such as Big Pit, St Fagans and the
National Library.
1)Download the google expeditions app
2) Open the app and search Big Pit
3) Select either the English or Welsh and then download
4)Click view and explore the site and read the captions!

Welsh Sectional Awards
– Wales in the past

Learn your promise in Welsh and record a video to show your leader!
All promises can be found on the ScoutsCymru website

Wales sectional awards
– Our culture

Think about somewhere in Wales you have visited in the last year, it could be a city, a museum, a mountain –
whatever you want! Then write, draw or film a review of it. What did you enjoy? What would you change?
Would you go again?

Wales Sectional awards
– Things to do in Wales

Using something such as lego, create a model of a home of the future. Think about the environment of Wales,
how we might power our homes and the type of rooms you’d want.

Wales Sectional Awards
– Wales of the future

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Make Welsh Cakes using a recipe with your favourite fillings!

Wales Sectional Awards
– Our Culture

Read a folk story or legend about Wales. You might find this in a book or online. Then create a bookmark to
represent something from the story, it might be a character, a landscape – maybe even a monster!

Wales Sectional Awards
– Wales in the past

Week 7

Week 8

If you want some inspiration of how to make a bookmark, why not check out #TheGreatIndoors and this
activity
https://www.scouts.org.uk/activities/mark-my-words/
We live in a time that nobody has experienced before, and where we live is quite different! Keep a
diary/journal for the next week of what you get up to and how it’s different to normal. Think about what you
do, how you learn and how you have fun. You could do this by writing, drawing or vlogging!

Wales Sectional Awards
– Where we live

Imagine that you’re a curator of a museum and you want to do an exhibition all about exciting things that you
can do in Wales. Create a mini museum using photos, souvenirs and craft materials. Think about how you’d
label your exhibits, how you’d make your museum exciting and what it would look like.

Wales Sectional Awards
– Things to do in Wales

Week 9

Week 10

If you want to turn it into a shoe box museum then why not give this activity a go https://www.scouts.org.uk/activities/the-professor-s-collection/
Imagine that you have travelled in time to the year 2050! What would Wales look like? Think about how
people might get around, communicate with either other and have fun! You could write your ideas in a story,
draw a picture or make a model!

Wales Sectional Awards
– Wales in the future

